RAeS Toulouse Branch Lectures 2019 - 2020

**Celebrating British Airways’ 100th Year Birthday**
Karl HENNESSEE, FRAeS, 11:00-16:00 18
Linus Benjamin BAUER, MRAeS

**Symposium room, Building B01, Airbus Campus 1, Blagnac**

**Pilot Peer Support: Managing the Expectations**
Monday 21st October 2019
ENAC, 7 Avenue Edouard Belin, 31400 Toulouse.

**Symposium room, Building B01, Airbus Campus 1, Blagnac**

**RAeS Toulouse Branch Members external visit to:**
SAFRAN Nacelles Toulouse, 10:00 to 12:00,
33 avenue Jean Monnet, 31770 Colomiers.

**“Memories of Concorde Engine Air Intake Concept & Development”**
Dudley COLLARD
Retired Groupe Technique Concorde, Aerospatiale

**Symposium room, Building B01, Airbus Campus 1, Blagnac**

**Wed Thu AEROSPACE TechWeek – RAeS Toulouse Branch Workshop –**
18-19th March 11:00-16:00 18th March – Diagora Exhibition & Congress Centre, 2020
150, rue Pierre Gilles de Gennes, 31760 Toulouse Lebge.

**Pilot Peer Support: Managing the Expectations**
Tuesday 21st April 2020

**Symposium room, Building B01, Airbus Campus 1, Blagnac**

**Cancelled due uncertainty surrounding Coronavirus.Covid-19**
Ash OWEN, Rolls-Royce Chief Engineer Demonstrator
Pierre PONCELET, Airbus E-Fan X Technical Director

**Symposium room, Building B01, Airbus Campus 1, Blagnac**

**“Viability of Ultra Long Haul Operations” - Postponed**
Linus Benjamin BAUER, MRAeS
Lecturer in Air Transport Management, City University of London

**Symposium room, Building B01, Airbus Campus 1, Blagnac**

**The lecture will be preceded by the Branch AGM**

**Friday Annual Dinner CANCELLED**
12th June
Restaurant Les Écuries de la Tour,
2020 Route de Toulouse 31700 Mondovielle.

**In order to make sure the Airbus Symposium room seating capacity is not exceeded ALL participants including AIRBUS EMPLOYEES must REGISTER online for RAeS Toulouse Branch lectures at:**
http://goo.gl/WsbKIV, as soon as possible but by latest 10:00 two working days before the lecture and select if you require a temporary Airbus security pass. Attendees who require an Airbus pass must bring a photo ID eg a passport, to be exchanged by Airbus Security for a temporary pass whilst at Airbus.

**Members who wish to join the speaker for dinner afterwards at le Ribouldingue, 1 blvd Firmin Pons, Blagnac please contact Dinner@RAeS-Toulouse.org or 06 03 85 28 82, preferably 24 hours before the lecture.**

**Maps showing the location of Airbus Campus 1 are our website www.RAeS-Toulouse.org**